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QUESTION 1

You are designing a fact table in a SQL Server database. The fact table must meet the following requirements: Include a
columnstore index. 

Allow users to choose up to 10 dimension tables and up to five facts at one time. Maximize performance of queries that
aggregate measures by using any of the 10 dimensions. 

Support billions of rows. 

Use the most efficient design strategy. 

You need to design the fact table to meet the requirements. 

What should you do(More than one answer choice may achieve the goal. Select the BEST answer.) 

A. Design a fact table with 5 dimensional key columns and 10 measure columns. Place the columnstore index on the
dimensional key columns. 

B. Design a fact table with 5 dimensional key columns and 10 measure columns. Place the columnstore index on the
measure columns. 

C. Design a fact table with 10 dimensional key columns and 5 measure columns. Place the columnstore index on the
dimensional key columns and the measure columns. 

D. Design a fact table with 10 dimensional key columns and 5 measure columns. Place the columnstore index on only
the measure columns. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You are designing a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) solution. The solution will contain an SSIS project that
includes several SSIS packages. Each SSIS package will define the same connection managers and variables. 

You have the following requirements: 

The deployment model must support changing the content of connection strings by using parameters at execution time. 

The deployment model must automatically log events to the SSISDB database. 

Maximize performance at execution time. 

You need to design a solution that meets the requirements. What should you do(More than one answer choice may
achieve the goal. Select the BEST answer.) 

A. Use a project deployment model. Modify connection manager properties to use project parameters. 

B. Use a package deployment model. Save each SSIS package to a file share that can be accessed from all
environments. 
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C. Use a package deployment model. Configure connections in an XML configuration file referenced by an environment
variable that corresponds to the SQL Server environment of each SSIS package. 

D. Use a project deployment model. Modify connection manager properties to use package parameters. 

Correct Answer: A 

Ref: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh213290.aspx 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to configure SSRS to send the required notification messages. 

Which configuration settings should you use(Each correct answer presents a partial solution. Choose all that apply.) 

A. 2 

B. contoso.com 

C. SMTP01/SMTPServer> 

D. 110 

E. SSRS01/SMTPServer> 

F. reports@contoso.com 

G. contoso.com 

Correct Answer: ACF 

A: 

*

 In the configuration file, the delivery method is set through the SendUsing configuration setting. 

*

 SendUsing specifies a method for sending messages. You can choose between a network SMTP service or a local
SMTP service pickup directory. To use a remote SMTP service, this value must be set to 2 in the
RSReportServer.config file. 

C, F: 

*

 From scenario: Email notification for SSRS01 has not been previously configured. Email notification must be configured
to use the SMTP server SMTP01 with a From address of reports@contoso.com. 

*

 SMTPServer specifies the remote SMTP server or forwarder. This value is a required value if you are using a remote
SMTP server or forwarder. 
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Note: 

Configuration Options for Remote SMTP Service 

The connection between the report server and an SMTP server or forwarder is determined by the following configuration
settings: 

*

 SendUsing specifies a method for sending messages. You can choose between a network SMTP service or a local
SMTP service pickup directory. To use a remote SMTP service, this value must be set to 2 in the
RSReportServer.config 

file. 

*

 SMTPServer specifies the remote SMTP server or forwarder. This value is a required value if you are using a remote
SMTP server or forwarder. 

*

 From sets the value that appears in the From: line of an e-mail message. This value is a required value if you are using
a remote SMTP server or forwarder. 

Other values that are used for remote SMTP service include the following (note that you do not need to specify these
values unless you want to override the default values). 

*

 SMTPServerPort is configured for port 25. 

*

 SMTPAuthenticate specifies how the report server connects to the remote SMTP server. 

Reference: Configure a Report Server for E-Mail Delivery (Reporting Services), Configuration Options for Remote
SMTP Service 

 

QUESTION 4

You install SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) and develop an SSIS project to load a data warehouse. The project
defines 10 parameters that have different values for the development, test and production environments. Some
packages 

have additional parameters defined. 

You plan to deploy the SSIS packages to one server. The server will also host the production data warehouse. 

You need to deploy and configure the packages. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence(To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 5
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DRAG DROP 

You need to develop the LoadFactSales package to write the error messages to the SSIS catalog log. 

Which components should you useTo answer, drag the appropriate components to the correct location or locations in
the answer area. (Use only components that apply.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer:  
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